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First news of the Argentinian Revolution 
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'When the Royal High Court in Buenos Aires demanded that the 
Council which had been set up there should recognise the authority 
of the Supreme Council of the Regency about June of last year, 
1810, the Council replied that it would do so as soon as official 
advice of the constitution of that body reached it, since it only 
knew of the existence of that body through the accounts of 
individuals, and none of the formalities usually observed in such 
cases had been observed in this instance. This reply did for a little 
while allay the fears of those well intentioned persons who looked 
for the restoration of the monarchy and who hoped for the unity 
of all Spaniards to safeguard untarnished the rights of the King 
during the bitter days of his captivity ... But they soon had cause 
to view the Council of Buenos Aires with suspicion when they 
saw how intent it was on distorting events in Europe, painting 
an absolutely desperate picture of the situation and heaping in
crimination on the conduct of those who were for the union of the 
Provinces on both sides of the Atlantic, and who, it claimed, could 
be suspected of wanting to hand over these enormous and wealthy 
lands to the thief of Europe. Finally unmasked, the dissidents kid
napped the Viceroy, D. Baltasar Hidalgo de Cisneros, and the 
Ministers of the Realm and expelled them from the country. They 
deposed the Ministers that made up the cabinet of the city and 
sent them into exile because they had, in secret session, given 
recognition to the Council of the Regency, and they appointed 
another cabinet from among their own supporters, without any 
reference to the people, not even for the election of the attorney 
general. They exiled the most respectable citizens, confiscated all 
their property and ordered the execution of many who were not 
happy with the changes, under the pretext that they were plotting 
a revolution.' 

(Gaceta Extraordinaria ... , 20 July 1811.) 
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